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MOTHRYN BLOODLINE
Vibrant and chaotic, blurs of swift insect colour.
The mothryn empires of the pre-verdant world remain an area of mystery to modern 
scholars - what little information has been gathered on them paints a picture of staunch, 
drab isolationism, with common references to ‘the Rationing of Colour’.

But those days are long gone and root-eaten, and the mothryn of the Wildsea could 
not be more different to their ancestors. Widely respected for their bursts of ingenuity, 
creativity and flair, mothryn tend to live elegant but erratic lives of adventure and 
discovery. Most revel proudly in this reputation of fierce individualism, decorating their 
wings, clothes and skin with stylized renderings of their triumphs and failures alike.

The Lost Art of Flight
Mothryn wings are delicate, beautiful and sadly mostly for show - though their distant 
ancestors were small and light enough for their wings to allow for true flight, modern 
mothryn are generally capable of little more than a controlled glide. Many mothryn 
cultures now treat them as a canvas for self-expression, using a mixture of dyes and 
piercings to create intricate, personalized designs (though the harsh environment of the 
rustling waves tends to leave them tattered and torn before long). 

Repupation
With an average lifespan of little over twenty years, the mothryn are depressingly short-
lived compared to many of the other bloodlines... Or at least they would be, without 
the option of repupation. A risky but rewarding process, repupation allows a mothryn 
nearing the end of its life to return to the cocoon, breaking themselves down and 
reforming into a fresher, younger individual. This new mothryn shares a name and a 
smattering of memories with their pre-pupated self, but that's about it - they often vary 
massively in terms of personality, attitudes and appearance. 

Questions to Consider
When you incorporate elements of the mothryn into your character, consider the 
following questions...

 ◊ What patterns and pictures do you decorate your clothes and wings with? Depictions 
of personal achievements, mementos of family, perhaps geometric designs?  

 ◊ Beards and complex hair ornamentation are common among the mothryn - do you 
follow any particular fashion or style? 

 ◊ Have you repupated, and if so how many times? How much of your previous lives do 
you remember, and how much do they influence you?  

Alternate Presentations
If you hew close to the original concept then the mothryn aspects work just as well for 
butterfly or dragonfly-inspired humanoids. To diverge more without being completely 
dissimilar to the theme, a bat or bird-inspired presentation could work equally well. 
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Dust and Paper  5-Track Trait
Your form is slim, light, and deceptively difficult to land 
a solid hit on.

Elegant Wings  3-Track Trait
Though most mothryn wings now serve as decoration, 
yours are uncommonly strong. You can glide with ease, 
or mark for a short burst of elegant flight.

Scatterscale  2-Track Trait
Mark to create a cloud of fine dust that refracts light and 
distorts perception - your own senses are unaffected.

Thick Fur  4-Track Trait
You’re weak to Flame, but resist the effects of bad air and 
airborne spores. 

Elaborate Beard-Braids  3-Track Trait
Your beard is a rich, intertwining mass of fur and braids, 
perfect for concealing small objects. Burn to gain a new 
piece of salvage or specimen from within it relevant to 
your situation.

Prismatic Antennae  4-Track Trait
Dense clusters of sensory fronds grow from your 
antennae, letting you see clearly without light.

I Used to Know This  3-Track Trait
Once per scene you can treat a conflict as a triumph when 
rolling for an action without a skill adding to your dice 
pool.

Chaos Dancing  3-Track Trait
A fighting style that makes use of wing-edges and 
scything kicks. Deals CQ keen or spike damage.

QUICKSTART KIT
When you’re making a quickstart character  
and choose mothryn as your bloodline, you gain  
the following bonuses... 

Edge (Choose 1)
Grace, Tides, Veils

Skills & Languages (Choose 5)
Skills: Strike, Dodge, Sense, Leap, Perform, Trance 
Languages: Raka Spit, Knock, Signalling

Resources (Choose 2)
Salvage:  Bolt of Fabric, Damaged Scrap-Flute
Specimens: Berry Pigment, Raw Silk
Whispers: Rationing Ended, Vibrant Riot
Charts: A Tapestry Map, A Painted Wing-Scale

Drive (Choose 1)
Throw yourself into dire situations with vigour
Solve baffling problems with style

Mire (Choose 1)
Your elegance evaporates, leaving you clumsy
The rationing returns - your colours and stories fade

Ceremonial Patterning  4-Track Gear
Your wings are a riot of colour and style. Mark to increase 
impact when trying to impress or convince.

Marks of Where We've Been  3-Track Gear
Chart-like decorations cover your wings and fur. Mark 
to use this aspect in place of a chart, but only when 
travelling through an area you've visited before.

Flowing Fabrics  3-Track Gear
You’re resistant to three damage types, chosen from the 
following list: Keen, Blast, Acid, Frost, Salt.

Wing-Studs  4-Track Gear
Can be launched like shrapnel with a deft twist, dealing 
LR blunt damage.

Silkspire Byx  4-Track Companion
A living golem of beautifully spun silks, usually in 
vaguely lupine shape. 

Tolycat  2-Track Companion
A domesticated felinesque insect that sheds medicinally 
potent scale-dust. Your entire crew has resistance 
against infections and diseases.

ASPECTS
Your aspects help make your character unique, giving them ways to break the normal rules of the Wildsea. They also 
act as fictional permissions, to an extent - choose ones that speak to you, that you think you can weave into your story. 
During Quickstart creation, choose 2 aspects from the list below.

“Some say that our lives are short, too short by far. I say that twenty 
years of exuberance, exploration and experience are longer than eighty 

years of simply waiting for the Eaves.” - Ellevente, mothryn rootless


